Introduction 27
Molecular life science research over the last decades has been transformed by technological 28 advances that aim at exploring biological processes as complex systems of interacting molecules. A 29 range of high throughput technologies to analyze genomes, transcriptomes, metabolomes and 30 proteomes now provide accurate molecular inventories of biological samples at high throughput. Yet, 31 the notion of a modular biology 1 states that for the definition of the functional state of a cell the 32 organization of cellular molecules into functional modules is as important as the composition of the 33 respective "omes". This notion has been supported by decades of research into the structure and 34 function of specific macromolecular complexes but the task to systematically probe the organization 35 of biomolecules in the cell has remained technologically challenging. Among all macromolecular 36 modules those containing or consisting of proteins are particularly functionally important because 37 they catalyze and control the vast majority of biochemical functions and constantly adapt to and 38 determine the state of the cell. 39
For high throughput analytical techniques to generate data sets that are quantitative, reproducible 40 and contain low error rates it has frequently been useful to use prior information to guide the 41 acquisition or analysis of the respective data 2 . For mass spectrometry-based proteomics, the concept 42 of peptide-centric analysis 3 uses reference fragment ion spectra as prior information to detect and 43 quantify proteolytic peptides in complex samples as surrogates for their corresponding proteins. 44
Peptide-centric analyses have been implemented at a moderate level of multiplexing (tens to few 45 hundred proteins) via selected reaction monitoring (SRM 4 ) and parallel reaction monitoring (PRM 5 ). 46
More recently, massively parallel data independent analysis strategies (DIA) exemplified by MS have been developed that reproducibly quantify tens of thousands of peptides from single 48 sample injections into a mass spectrometer [6] [7] [8] . In this manuscript we describe and implement the 49 concept of complex centric analysis. It is intended to systematically detect protein complexes in 50 biological samples and to quantify the distribution of proteins across protein complex instances. 51 target/decoy model to calculate a FDR for detected complexes, and iii) the use of prior information 66 from generic protein interaction maps to reduce the erroneous assignment of co-eluting proteins to 67 a complex. 68 A range of generic protein complex compendia have been generated by different approaches that 69
can be used as prior information for complex-centric analysis. They include: i) the CORUM reference 70 database of complexes 15 generated by curating results from classical biochemical and biophysical 71 analyses of protein complexes. CORUM presently contains 1753 distinct models of human complexes 72 consisting of 2532 proteins; ii) The BioPlex network 16 and related protein interaction databases, 73 generated by the mass spectrometric identification of proteins co-purifying with affinity tagged 74 "bait" proteins (AP-MS). BioPlex v1.0 describes 23,744 interactions among 7,688 proteins identified 75 as interactors of 2594 bait proteins; iii) the STRING database 17 , an organism-wide protein-protein 76 interaction network generated by the computational integration of multiple lines of evidence for 77 physical and functional associations. STRING (v10) contains 383,626 high confidence interactions 78 (score ≥ 900) among 10,248 human proteins, and iv) protein complex databases generated by 79 correlation profiling of extensive chromatographic co-fractionation of native complexes, followed by 80 DDA mass-spectrometry [12] [13] [14] . In combination, these interaction compendia constitute an extensive, 81 yet incomplete representation of the organization of the (human) proteome into functional 82 complexes and thus provide an essential resource for the implementation of the complex centric 83 analysis strategy that is supported by the computational framework CCprofiler. 84
We benchmark the method, including the CCprofiler algorithm, against a manually curated set of 85 protein complexes and evaluate its complex identification performance against a reference method 86 consisting of multidimensional co-fractionation of native extracts and DDA of individual fractions 12 . 87
The results demonstrate high performance of the CCprofiler algorithm in relation to manual 88 benchmarking, with observed true positive rates of up to 91 % (high quality signals) at an FDR of 5 %. 89
The data further shows superior performance of the complex-centric approach in recalling protein 90 complexes compared to the reference method, achieved at a significantly reduced experimental 91 effort (81 vs. 1,163 fractions analyzed by LC-MS/MS). We applied the complex-centric proteome 92 profiling strategy to quantify complexes in a native extract from HEK293 cells in exponential growth 93 state. The results indicate that 55 % of the protein mass is present in the form of complexes that 94 Page 6 of 27 distribute across distinct states of complex formation. The data indicated quantitative complex 95 signals for 462 cellular assemblies if prior knowledge from the CORUM, BioPlex and StringDB 96 reference databases was used and the results were cumulatively integrated. The utility of quantifying 97 the distribution of specific proteins across different resolved submodules is exemplified by the 98 identification of previously unknown substructures of cellular effector complexes such as the 99 proteasome. Finally, we describe and provide access to SECexplorer, an interactive online platform 100 for customized expert interpretation of quantitative co-fractionation protein profiles generated by 101 SEC-SWATH-MS. We expect that the complex centric analysis method, the SEC-SWATH dataset 102 representing the organization of the proteome of the cycling HEK 293 cell line and the computational 103 tools to explore the data will find wide application in life science research. 104
Page 8 of 27 detection as a result of the improved consistency of quantification of SWATH/DIA compared to data-138 dependent acquisition-based mass spectrometry ( Figure 2) . 139
Using the data generated from the HEK293 cell line proteome, we first benchmarked the automated 140 performance of complex-centric analysis and FDR estimation by CCprofiler against a manually curated 141 reference set ( Figure 2A ). The manual reference set was generated by manually testing protein 142 complexes reported in the CORUM knowledgebase 15 for evidence of complete or partial co-elution 143 signals among the protein level SEC chromatograms of the respective protein subunits (criteria: ≥ 2 144 proteins show at least one chromatographic co-elution peak, as judged by visual expert inspection). 145
Taking the manually annotated co-elution signals as ground truth, a false discovery rate (FDR) of the 146 complex detection in CCprofiler could be estimated based on the number of automatically detected 147 complex signals that were not confirmed by the manual reference set (manual FDR, also see 148 extended experimental procedures). This manual reference based FDR was compared to the 149 independent FDR estimation by the target-decoy approach (decoy FDR), demonstrating that the 150 target-decoy model provides accurate or slightly conservative error estimates of the algorithm 151 ( Figure 2A ). To further evaluate the sensitivity of CCprofiler, we tested the recall of manually 152 detected signals by the automated analysis. At 5% decoy-estimated FDR, the automated CCprofiler 153 analyses recalled 91% of the high-confidence manual signals and 76% of all manually annotated 154 signals ( Second, we compared the performance of the complex-centric analysis method with the 156 performance of a reference de novo complex analysis method implemented by Havugimana et al. 157 which is based on multidimensional fractionation of native complexes isolated from HEK293 and 158 HeLa cells 12 ( Figure 2B ). As a metric, we evaluated the ability of either method to recall complexes 159 reported in the CORUM knowledgebase which consists of a total of 1753 non-redundant complexes. 160
We considered a complex as recalled if at least 50 % of its CORUM annotated protein subunits were 161 stated as part of a reported complex by either method (For details, see extended experimental 162 procedures Figure 2B ). The results also show a large agreement (438) between the recovered CORUM 169 complexes. However, both datasets also uniquely recall parts of the CORUM complexes (123 170 complexes were uniquely confirmed by Havugimana et al. and 293 by our workflow, respectively).
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Due to a lack of ground truth in terms of the set of biologically present protein complexes in each 172 respective dataset, ultimate conclusions on the correctness of each set of reported complexes 173 remains challenging. However, these results demonstrate that a single-fractionation mass 174 spectrometry dataset analyzed by complex-centric proteome profiling can retrieve comparable, if not 175 more comprehensive information on the protein complex landscape, as compared to previous 176 multidimensional fractionation efforts including a fourteen times higher number of sample injections 177 coupled to de novo complex analysis. 178
Third, to assess the contribution of SWATH/DIA quantification to the favorable recall results of the 179 complex-centric proteome profiling workflow, we compared results obtained by SWATH/DIA based 180 protein quantification with those obtained by MS1 signal integration or spectral counting when the 181 same samples were analyzed by DDA. To generate the DDA dataset, aliquots of the peptide samples 182 of the 81 SEC fractions analyzed by SWATH/DIA were also analyzed by data-dependent acquisition on 183 the same TOF model 5600 mass spectrometer that was also used for SWATH/DIA acquisition. Results 184 are shown in Figure 2C . At a respective protein-level FDR control of 1 %, SWATH/DIA quantifies 4916 185 proteins across the SEC fractions (≥ 2 independent proteotypic peptides), whereas the DDA data only 186 covers 4176 proteins when analyzed by MS1 quantification based on the top2 intensity sum, and 187 4497 proteins when quantified by spectral counting (for details on the respective data analysis 188 strategies see extended experimental procedures). To further assess the differences between DIA 189 and DDA quantification, we next analyzed the three datasets with respect to the consistency of 190 protein detection and quantification along consecutive SEC fractions ( Figure 2C Triple TOF model 5600 mass spectrometer (also see Figure S2C ). 202
The presented results demonstrate that automated complex-centric analysis by CCprofiler allows 203 protein complex detection at a high sensitivity compared to manual inspection and that the system 204 provides an accurate decoy model for FDR estimation. The data further suggests that complex-205
Page 10 of 27 centric proteome profiling achieves competitive complex detection performance of the overall 206 workflow with only 81 LC-MS/MS measurements compared to a significantly larger scale 207 multidimensional fractionation experiment. Furthermore, our comparative analysis attests 208 SWATH/DIA more consistent and precise quantification when compared to DDA-based strategies and 209 largely increased sensitivity in targeted, complex-centric profiling under strict error rate control. 210
Complex-centric analysis of the HEK293 proteome: Insights into proteome modularity 211 We applied the complex-centric proteome profiling method to study the modularity of the HEK293 212 cell line proteome. Specifically, we first used the quantitative capacity of the method to estimate the 213 fraction of the observed proteome that was, under the extraction conditions used, part of protein 214 complexes as opposed to being present in monomeric form. Second, we tested the ability of the 215 method to conclusively confirm the presence of specific complexes in the sample and third, we 216 assessed the capability of the method to quantify the distribution of specific proteins across different 217 complexes. 218
Complex assembly state of the HEK293 proteome 219
To globally assess the state of assembly of the HEK293 proteome under the extraction and SEC 220 conditions used, we quantified for each of the 4916 proteins identified in the dataset (see above and 221 extended experimental procedures) the proportion that was detected in assembled or monomeric 222 state, respectively. To assign a protein signal to either state, we first calibrated a molecular weight 223 scale of proteins expected in each SEC fraction using a reference set of proteins with known 224 molecular weight ( Figure S3 ). We then applied this scale to all detected proteins. We assigned 225 proteins to an assembled state if they eluted from the SEC column at an apparent molecular weight 226 that was minimally two times higher than the molecular weight indicated by the molecular weight 227 scale ( Figure 3A ). To assess the distribution of proteins across distinct molecular weight regions, 228
indicative of different assembly states as described above, we performed a protein-centric analysis of 229 the 58,792 peptide-level chromatograms ( Figure 3A , compare Figure 1A , Step 4). Our analysis 230 identifies 5503 elution peaks for 4065 proteins ( Supplemental Table 1 ), with no defined elution peaks 231 observable from the remaining 851 proteins. Of these, 2668 proteins (66 %) were observed in at least 232 one assembled state, whereas 1397 proteins (34%) were detected only in monomeric state, based on 233 the criteria used ( Figure 3B ). Of the 4065 proteins, 1103 proteins (27 %) eluted in more than one 234 peak and up to 6 elution peaks per protein were detected ( Figure 3C ). Proteins that were detected in 235 multiple assembled states were enriched in proteasome components, ribosomal proteins and 236 chaperones ( Figure 3D ). We further estimated the total protein mass that was detected in assembled 237 vs. monomeric state by integrating the total MS signals observed for proteins assigned to assembled 238 Page 11 of 27 or monomeric states. The results show that 55 % of the detected protein mass was in assembled 239 state ( Figure 3B ). 240
Overall, these results indicate that a substantial fraction of the HEK293 proteome was detected in an 241 assembled state, both in terms of distinct protein elution peaks and protein mass ( Figure 3B ). The 242 results further demonstrate the capability of the method to quantify the distribution of proteins that 243 are part of different distinct complex assemblies ( Figure 3C ). 244
Complex-centric detection and quantification of complexes 245
As a next step we used the complex-centric workflow to confirm the presence of specific complexes 246 in the HEK293 cell sample. The query complexes were predicted from the CORUM, BioPlex and 247
StringDB reference databases of protein interactions, respectively, and the predictions were tested 248 by CCProfiler using the 4916 protein SEC elution profiles detected in the dataset ( Supplemental Table 2 ). Notably, CCprofiler was able to confidently detect complexes consisting of the 253 whole set of proteins predicted from the respective reference databases as well as complex signals 254 comprising only a subset of the reference proteins, thus supporting the quantification of fully and 255 partially assembled complexes. Up to this point in the analysis workflow, each protein complex signal 256 detected by CCprofiler is directly linked to one specific protein complex query in the prior 257 information dataset, derived from either CORUM, BioPlex or StringDB. However, some of the 258 subunits in each complex query might overlap with other complex queries. One simple example 259 would be that complex query A consists of subunits WXYZ and complex query B consists of subunits 260 VXYZ. If only XYZ are detected as a co-elution group in the data, they will, until this point, be reported 261 for both complex query A and B. In order to retrieve truly unique signals, the reported complex 262 signals can finally be collapsed based on a strategy that considers (i) subunit composition and (ii) 263 resolution in the chromatographic dimension. Taking the simple example from above, the signal 264 collapsing step will merge the two features from complex query A (XYZ discovered from querying 265 WXYZ) and B (XYZ discovered from querying VXYZ) to one unique protein signal XYZ that is 266 independent from the original complex queries (For more details, see extended experimental 267 procedures and Figure S4 ). According to this strategy, our integrated analysis across the three sets of 268 complex queries identifies 462 unique protein-protein complex signals ( Figure 4) . 269
Complex-centric detection of complex variants
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The results above established the capacity of complex-centric profiling to detect and quantify subunit 271 distribution across complexes that are resolved by SEC and contain common proteins. We therefore 272 tested whether this capacity allowed us to detect novel protein modules of potential functional 273 significance. Among the 621 complex models that were confirmed by CCProfiler following predictions 274 from the CORUM database, 286 (46%) provided evidence of proteins common to two (152) and up to 275 5 or more (27) absence of the other CSN subunits that constitute the holo-complex ( Figure 5D ). Together, these 302 results support the finding from the complex-centric identification of the CSN1/3/8 complex as a 303 distinct substructure of the human COP9 Signalosome. 304
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As a further example for the discovery of sub-complexes of a large holo-complex, complex-centric 305 proteome profiling detected six variant signals from the subunit chromatograms of the 26S 306 proteasome ( Figure 6A ). Two of the six variants represent known complexes, (i) the full 26S assembly 307 and (ii) the 20S core particle ( Figure 6A ). The remaining four co-elution signals point towards complex 308 variants of lower apparent molecular weight compared to the 26S and 20S particles (apex fractions 309 39, 40, 42 and 46, ~ 107-222 kDa) that consist predominantly of α and β subunits of the 20S core 310 particle. These reported complex variants point towards (iii) a β subunit assembly of β2, β3 and β7 at 311 fraction 39, (iv) a distinct assembly of α subunits α2 and α6 at fraction 40, (v) an assembly 312 intermediate of the seven α subunits α1, α2, α3, α4, α5, α6 and α7 at fraction 42, and (vi) a β6 and 313 proteasome regulatory subunit 8 assembly at fraction 46. To evaluate whether the observed signals 314 represent products of disassembly or complex biogenesis intermediates, we manually extended the 315 automated analysis of CCProfiler by additionally aligning the quantitative protein traces of the 316 chaperones known to be involved in 20S maturation with the respective complex subunits 26 ( Figure  317 6B). Strikingly, the distinctive co-elution of the early-stage specific chaperone PSMG3/PSMG4 dimer, 318 constitutive chaperone PSMG1/PSMG2 dimer and the late-stage specific proteasome maturation 319 factor POMP allowed us to classify the detected complex variants as early and late stage 320 intermediates of 20S biogenesis ( Figure 6B ). Notably, a systematic manual analysis of the 321 quantitative distribution of the proteasome and chaperone subunits across the detected complex 322 variants suggests the α1/α3/α4/α5/α7 and α1-7/β2/β3/β6/β7 complexes, respectively, as the 323 predominant early and late assembly intermediates on the path to 20S assembly, as assigned by 324 defined co-elution and inferred interaction with the chaperones specifically involved in early 325 (PSMG3/PSMG4 dimer) stages or late stages (POMP) of 20S proteasome biogenesis ( Figure 6C ). 326
Although the automated workflow could not fully resolve and explain the data, it successfully 327 pointed towards a distinct assembly of the alpha subunits (signal v) from the beta subunits (signal iii), 328 as well as the differential behavior of α2 and α6 compared to the other α subunits (signal iv). No 329 underlying biology could be determined for signal vi. 330
Together, these findings demonstrate the capacity of complex-centric profiling to derive models of 331 distinct variants of the queried complexes. These models can be reinforced by extending automated 332 analyses by the alignment of additional proteins' quantitative profiles followed by manual inspection. 333
SECexplorer -An interactive platform for complex-centric exploration of the HEK293 proteome 334 analyzed by SEC-SWATH-MS 335
To support customized, expert-driven and in-depth analyses of protein co-fractionation profiles 336 recorded by SEC-SWATH-MS of the HEK293 cell line, we set up the web platform SECexplorer.
Page 14 of 27 defined sets of proteins. Users can perform multiple tasks, including (i) testing of novel predicted 339 models on complex formation between candidate proteins or (ii) interrogating the profile sets of 340 known modules for evidence pointing towards new variants or (iii) manual refinement and extension 341 of results obtained from automated complex-centric profiling, for example by extending the set of 342 automatically detected complex components with additional proteins e.g. derived from the literature 343 or from interaction network context. Analyses are assisted by the CCprofiler algorithm suggesting 344 distinct co-elution signals and calculating their expected to apparent molecular weight mismatch, 345 among other metrics, in order to speed up data interpretation by expert users. SECexplorer can be 346 accessed at https://sec-explorer.ethz.ch/ ( Figure 7A ). As an example for the use of SECexplorer, we 347 followed up on the peak shoulder at elevated molecular weight observed in the CSN holo-complex 348 co-elution signal (Compare Figure 5B ). Overlaying the elution profiles of known components of a E3-349 CRL substrate of the COP9 Signalosome 27 revealed defined co-elution in the peak shoulder range, 350 supporting the detection of a likely E3-CRL-bound subpopulation of CSN holo-complexes ( Figure 7B) . 351
To derive a quantitative signal in the situation of only partial chromatographic resolution we 352 employed a Gaussian deconvolution mixture model, suggesting a substrate-bound fraction of CSN 353 holo-complex of 25 ± 3 % across the 8 subunits ( Figures 7C and S5) . cell, it is also essential to determine qualitative and quantitative differences in functional modules in 369 different samples. To date this has been attempted by two broad approaches. The first is based on 370 microscopic methods including FRET 35 which provide outstanding resolution and precision of steric 371 proximity but are labor intensive and focused on one to a few interactions at a time. The second is 372 based on a mass spectrometric approach referred to as correlation profiling 36 in which samples of 373 native modules are separated into a set of fractions and the protein contents of each fraction is 374 determined by quantitative mass spectrometry. The association of a protein to a specific module is 375 then asserted by the consistency of the quantitative pattern of the protein in question with other 376 proteins of the same module 37 . Initially used to define the composition of the specific modules such 377 as the large RNA polymerase II preinitiation complex 37 and the human centrosome 38 , correlation 378 profiling has also been employed to broadly assign protein localization to different subcellular 379 compartments 39-41 and the scope has been extended towards systematically interrogating protein-380 protein complexes by correlating protein patterns in fractions obtained from different biochemical 381 fractionation methods 9,11,42 . Such studies have used different native complex separation methods 382 including SEC, IEX, density gradient centrifugation and blue native gels 9,11,42 . The scientific scope has 383 extended to the analysis of cells of different species, culminating in the description of hundreds of 384 complexes in a single, albeit massive experiment 25 . Correlation profiling, therefore has the potential 385 to determine the quantity and composition of hundreds of protein modules in a single operation. 386
In the present paper we describe a conceptual and technical advance in the field of correlation 387 profiling. As a conceptual advance we introduce the principle of complex centric analysis. It is 388
Page 16 of 27 inspired by the peptide-centric analysis concept employed for the specific and sensitive detection of 389 peptides from proteomic samples in targeted proteomic approaches, such as SWATH/DIA 6 , and 390 extends the use of prior information for the analysis of proteins to the level of protein complexes. 391
Similar to peptide-centric analysis of SWATH/DIA data, high selectivity and sensitivity is achieved by 392 focusing the analysis on analytes conceivably expected in the sample when querying the protein co-393 fractionation data for candidate protein complexes that are inferred from reference protein 394 interaction maps. Thereby, prior information significantly constrains complex inference from co-395 fractionation profiling data and thus adds specificity and the possibility to develop a target-decoy 396 model to assess the reliability of the obtained results. Furthermore, complex identifications are 397 directly linked to quantitative chromatographic signals, a central feature of targeted proteomics 398 approaches. As technical advances we demonstrate the benefits of SWATH/DIA for the analysis of 399 the sequential SEC fractions, introduce a freely accessible computational framework CCprofiler and 400 provide a tool facilitating the exploitation of complex-centric data, SECexplorer (Figure 7) . 401
In combination, these technical and conceptual developments provide the following advances to the 402 field of correlation profiling. intermediates on the path towards the 20S proteasome particle. Strikingly, the early and late 438 intermediary complexes assigned (early: α1/α3/α4/α5/α7, late: α1-7/β2/β3/β6/β7) collide with 439 current models of the temporal order of subunit assembly 44,45 (for a graphical summary, see Figure  440 6B, lower panel). Current models entail early α-ring intermediates lacking subunits α3 and α4 46 . In 441 contrast, our model suggests assembly of pre-α-ring intermediates composed of subunits α4, α7 α5 442 α1 and α3 (forming a connected substructure of the α-ring in this order 47 ) that lacks subunits α2 and 443 α6. These join thereafter to complete the α-ring, under involvement of the chaperone 444 POMP/hUmp1. Current models further suggest that ordered β-ring assembly scaffolded by α-rings in 445 the sequence of β2, β3, β4, β5, β6, β1 and lastly β7 44,45 help overcome a POMP-dependent 446 checkpoint for dimerization into the mature 20S particle 48 . The detection of late assembly 447 intermediate α1-7/β2/β3/β6/β7 in our data suggests an alternate sequence of assembly with early 448 incorporation of subunit β7 and dimerization after the recruitment of subunits β1, β4 and β5. 449
These insights into complex biogenesis could prove valuable, for example, in the design of future 450 therapeutic strategies aiming to counteract elevated proteasome expression and activity that has 451 been associated with cancer pathobiology 49 . This is exemplified by current attempts to target 452 proteasomal activity via the chaperone POMP 50 ( Figure 6C ). We expect that the data generated by 
Experimental Procedures

518
Preparation of native HEK293 proteome and fractions for MS analysis 519 HEK293 cells were obtained from ATCC and cultured in DMEM containing 10 % FCS and 50 μg/mL 520 penicillin/streptomycin to 80 % confluency. Ca. 7e7 cells were mildly lysed by freeze-thawing into 521 0.5 % NP-40 detergent-and protease and phosphatase inhibitor containing buffer, essentially as 522 described 55 , albeit without the addition of Avidin. Lysates were cleared by 15 minutes of 523 ultracentrifugation (100,000×g, 4 °C) and buffer was exchanged to SEC buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 524 150 mM NaCl) over 30 kDa molecular weight cut-off membrane at a ratio of 1:50 and concentrated 525 to 25-30 mg/ml (as judged by OD280). After 5 min of centrifugation at 16.9 ×g, 4 °C, the supernatant 526 was directly subjected to fractionation on a Yarra-SEC-4000 column (300×7.8 mm, pore size 500 Å, 527 particle size 3 µm, Phenomenex, CA, USA). Per SEC run, 1 mg native proteome (by OD280) was 528 injected and fractionated at 500 µl/min flow rate at 4 °C, collecting fractions at 0.19 min per fraction 529 from 10 to 28 minutes post-injection, fractions 3-83 of which were considered relevant proteome ensuring that decoy complex queries do not entail interacting subsets. Co-elution signals were then 599 detected using the signal processing algorithm of CCprofiler in grid search mode over a range of 600 processing parameter sets. Parameters and results were then selected to ensure precision of ≥ 95 % 601 among the protein peak group signals, followed by summarizing signals to unique groups at defined 602 chromatographic retention times, chromatographically resolved complexes and complex variants. 603
Generation of true positive reference sets of co-elution signals 604
To guide algorithm development and to evaluate extendibility of the target-decoy approach to the 605 level of protein complexes, we manually curated protein subunit co-elution signals among the 1753 606 per SEC fraction, signals can be attributed to likely assembled or monomeric state (also see Figure   S3 ). For TCPE, three distinct elution signals, numbered 1-3, are detected, two in the assembled and Figure S4 ). SECexplorer web-interface for querying custom protein sets for co-elution behavior in the SEC-SWATH-MS data, viewing chromatograms for interpretation and with algorithmic assistance. B Zoom in to high MW peak shoulder of holo-COP9 Signalosome (compare Figure 5) , where defined coelution signals of CSN substrate components CUL4A and DDB2 suggest the partial resolution of substrate-bound and free pools of CSN holo-complex. C Estimation of the fraction of holo-CSN in the likely substrate-bound pool versus the free pool, with eight measurements along the eight subunits and based on Gaussian deconvolution of two signals underlying the observed peak and shoulder (also see Figure S5 ).
